
Object: TERROR: The LIMO accident in NY (20 dead) was a GLADIO OP because of my interview  (multi
evidence included)

From : Marc Delantre
56yo, Belgian computer scientist, Intelligent agent from 2008
2008, undercover agent for DNEF Paris
2009-2012, protected agent for Mossad
2013-2018, informing agent for the Belgian Justice, Belgian/French Secret Service and Ministers
2017-2018, informing agent for other agencies including FBI/Infragard (450 emails exchanged, including
150 received).
2014-2018, ... recorder & messenger agent for Gladio (forced)...

Copy to :

Belgian Secret Service, and OCAM
French Secret Service, MI5, FBI
OTAN / NATO
NTSB

Joined:

My 2 previous report to DHS-USA

Dear Belgian Ministers of Interior, Foreign Office and Justice,
Dear General Secretary of Homeland Security Department in USA,
Dear General Secretary of United Nations,

The Limo's accident in New York (20 dead) on Saturday, October 6, WAS NOT AN ACCIDENT, but a Gladio operation (CIA),
at the very minute when my interview https://youtu.be/vlhgVCBZKcA, with the journalist Ramola D just began to be recorded. 

However, I believe that the LIMO ATTACK has been much more increased and motivated by the cancellation of
another interview by Alfred Lambremont Webre which occurred 4 hours before its replacement by the interview by
Ramola D. The last time that a journalist cancelled my interview about Gladio, it was after/about the ram-car attack in
Toronto. A Toronto video journalist cancelled my interview. So Gladio killed in Kabul, in the next hours, 10 other journalists by
another video journalist. 

The journalists don't understand that Gladio want to blow up the truth! But the journalist become sometimes scared of Gladio
and make the opposite than Gladio wants and they change their mind, like Alfred Lambremont Webre. Gladio hates that and
reacts immediately. 

So it is more than likely possible that the Limo event was not a reaction of the Interview with Ramola D, but the
consequence of the cancellation by Alfred Lambremont Webre. They took only the very minute of the Ramola D
interview as a time reference, to allow me to make the link, with me and my story.  

Moreover,  Alfred Lambremont Webre, on a previous contact on Zoom to prepare his interview, attacked so much Gladio. He
made, with an aggressive arm of honor to Gladio saying that he does not care about the pressure of Gladio in Belgium. He
forgot that Gladio sees and hears everything I see or hear myself at the same time. I was almost sure that the reaction of
Gladio will be heavy. Yes they did it.

However, after this replacement interview, I was so tired and stressed that I disconnected from everything during 2 days.
Indeed, I just understood and saw that I have "Smart nano dust implants" in my body from Gladio (CIA). See below for the
description and the symptoms.

A friend of me on Facebook, investigator, Adam Cast, talk to me about this Limo accident on yesterday, Tuesday, October 9. I
answered to him that I don't see the links with my story and with the Gladio signal. But, Gladio saw, on my screens, his
messages to me and confirmed his messages as true. So, I have checked deeper the Gladio Signal of Saturday and
Adam Cast guessed it correctly. That 100% matches.
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There is another link to the owner of the Limo. He is a FBI informant...

You see the timeline of the cancelling of the first Interview, the Ramola interview, the crash, the messages of Adam Cast and
the peaks of Gladio on the graph below. So there are several evidence: 

The 2 peaks of Gladio when Adam Cast invites me to look at the Limo accident
The inverse peak when the Limo crashes
The exact time of this crash matches with the very minute when the interview began.

**

About the "smart nano dust implants" that I just discovered in me. And it is not science-fiction...

According the information that I got from different doctors specialized in "targeted individuals", people receive these implants
through any injections (of vaccines for example) or because they breath them (chem-trails). Once they are in the body, they
are waiting for electromagnetic signal to begin to move, and to reach their destination, to assemble themselves and to create
the final implant. I know, it is crazy but read the next... It is my story.

Since, I understood that terrorists and killers are manipulated through "Mind Control Weapons", I got tinnitus in my ears, and
these tinnitus are very often at the origin of the content of many of my emails, discoveries and analysis, on the recent weeks.
There are two BIG examples is in THIS email. First, I did not make the link with the cancellation of the interview by Alfred
Lambremont Webre. When I was reading again my email, I got tinnitus and after this tinnitus, I understood the big link with
the cancellation. Second, I forgot the very aggressive arm of honor of Alfred Lambremont Webre against Gladio and I just
added it. This gesture could kill his author. It was very dangerous. Nobody can play with Gladio. They never lose the game.
At the opposite, the people who will help to blow the truth up, will get the "protection" of Gladio.

Gladio read all my emails before you read them, and I'm very sure that they guide me for their writing. Sometimes, when I'm
writing an email, I feel very sleepy. I go take a rest 20 minutes or 1h, and often, I hear tinnitus when I go sleep. When I wake
up, sometimes, I rewrite everything in my previous email. 

But since, I discovered the existence of dozens of thousands of "target individuals" (it is quite new on Facebook) and the
existence of nano implants, the ones in my body have just been activated. 

How did I see that? The first time, I was in my bed, in a morning, and I feel something on my cheek. I though it was a spider
and this woke me up. Immediately, I wanted to remove the insect on my cheek, but that doesn't move. I still feel something
wrong, but nothing is visible. At this time, I did not understand. On the next days, I got this feeling again, on my face and in
my legs. Instinctively, I wanted all the time to remove the insect, but there was nothing. Finally, a "targeted individual" expert
explained to me that is the "nano implants" which are moving under the skin and if the body doesn't accept these implants,
they can generate the "disease of Margellons".  Yesterday, I got these feeling multiple times, exactly when this friend on
Facebook was talking to me about the Limo.

**

I know, I have been linked to Gladio for a very longtime. I discovered recently that I was already connected with Gladio in
1989, because I was exporting computers to Russia and I was close to Russian diplomats who came to me. I went with them
in Berlin. I got many big problems at this time, including a clinical death. But it is possible that I have a link with Gladio since
my birth. There is no picture of my birth and I born in special family conditions and one of these circumstances is linked to a
Belgian Mercenary. I guess that Gladio made everything also to remind me all this. In the 80's, doctors found that my brain
(EEG) did not have normal activity, and the Belgian army refused that I did my military service, since nobody could explain
my very special EEG.

**

Today, in 2018, it is only the following and Gladio chose me to be their whistleblower. I have several other interviews planned,
in the US, UK, Europe. There will probably be other catastrophes and other dead linked to these Interviews. On the previous
interview, by Miles Johnston (UK), there was a shooting with two police officers shot dead in Brookhaven, Mississippi.

Best regards

Marc Delantre
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The video which presents my story: https://vimeo.com/266657401
The video which presents the psychotronic weapon and the Jacksonville shooting: https://vimeo.com/287857334
www.gladio-activities.net
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